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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR
Downtown Greensboro is the heart of our community. Our
center city is where we come together to work, play and worship,
experience the arts, honor our history, and to be together.
Every 10 years we embark on a planning process to guide
investment and growth in our downtown. When we began this
most recent effort in 2019, we were enjoying several years of
dynamic economic growth, renewed interest in downtown
environments, and thoughtful community planning and
investment. We set out to hear from as many community
members as possible to shape the recommendations for
Downtown over the next decade. We held events online,
throughout Downtown and in each City Council district, reaching
a diverse group of Greensboro residents who provided thousands
of ideas that shaped our vision, strategies and recommendations.
Then, in March the COVID-19 crisis swept across the world and
profoundly changed how we work, live, and come together as
a society. The resulting public safety measures severely impacted
the Greensboro economy, including numerous local shops,
restaurants and small businesses. It also forced us to hit the pause
button on key community events and celebrations.

Given the dramatic changes brought on by the global pandemic –
as well as a renewed movement for racial justice and social equity
– our team took the time to re-assess the draft recommendations
of this 2030 Strategic Vision Plan and to gauge how our vision,
values and priorities may have evolved. This resulting strategic
plan balances the need for short-term recovery with bold ideas
to transform and enliven our city center over the next decade
and beyond.
Like all great cities, Greensboro is always evolving and changing.
We will emerge from these unprecedented times stronger than
ever. We are ready to move forward with our bold vision for a
resilient, vibrant, one-of-a-kind city.
The DGI staff and Board of Directors are proud of our leadership
and stewardship of Downtown. We invite you to join us as we
continue this journey toward our bright future, and we look
forward to seeing you soon.

Zack Matheny and Sarah Healy
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DUCIPSAPERUM ALIT
ATE PERO DEL MAIO.
ICIAME EARIBUS UT
EARUM AS MODIS
MILLACIA ATIUM IMINT
ILIA ALIBERUNT, SIT
ALIGNATIUS SINCTIAM.
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1 INTRODUCTION
WHY CREATE A DOWNTOWN PLAN?
Downtowns are the iconic centers of our cities—the place where
a community’s interests, ideas, cultures, and forms of expression
converge. Downtown Greensboro is the economic hub of the
Piedmont Triad region, and it reflects the history, diversity, energy, and
talents of the entire community.
Downtown is constantly evolving. The past decade has brought
tremendous change and investment as well as unprecedented
challenges to Downtown Greensboro. Signature investments
include the Steven Tanger Center for the Performing Arts; the
Downtown Greenway and its public art cornerstones; and mixed-use
development around the First National Bank Stadium. Each of these
was identified as a community priority in the 2010 Strategic Plan.
Building on this legacy of success, the Downtown 2030 Strategic Vision
Plan (Plan) establishes a clear set of priorities, partnerships, and
projects to ensure that the next phase of growth is consistent with the
needs, values and priorities of the Greensboro community. The Plan
was developed in close collaboration with the City of Greensboro,
Guilford County, and hundreds of residents. It celebrates the creativity
and ingenuity of the Greensboro community and provides a blueprint to
realize the next phase of this exciting city center.
Developing a strategic plan each decade ensures that projects are
grounded in current conditions. In recent years, downtowns across the
Southeast and across the country have experienced a renaissance.
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More and more residents seek to live in or near downtowns, as
these urban centers have emerged as entertainment, recreation and
cultural hubs. Innovations in technology have transformed mobility,
allowing on-demand flexible transportation by car, bicycle, or scooter.
People are seeking authentic urban experiences in an accessible,
walkable environment.
The Plan emphasizes the many qualities and resources that make
Downtown Greensboro desirable and unique. It establishes a
framework for building upon these assets and advances strategies
and ideas to create new destinations and experiences; increasing
opportunity for residents, students and entrepreneurs; and ensuring
coordinated, focused investment in major projects.
The 2030 Strategic Vision Plan process was underway when the world
changed suddenly and profoundly due to the COVID-19 pandemic in
early 2020. Our regular routines were upended, and many aspects of
urban life, economics, and public health were thrown into question.
The Downtown Greensboro community came together in response,
demonstrating its creativity, ingenuity and resourcefulness to support
businesses and residents through this crisis.
The Plan responds to the pandemic and ongoing, near-term
recovery efforts while ensuring ongoing resilience and success for
Downtown Greensboro through the strategic phased implementation
of the community-supported Plan elements and actions.

“DOWNTOWN
GREENSBORO MUST
BE INCLUSIVE,
CONNECTED AND
DIVERSE”

PLACEHOLDER IMAGE

PLACEHOLDER IMAGE

PLACEHOLDER IMAGE

PLAN FOUNDATION
A nuanced understanding of the community’s history and current
conditions is critical to meaningfully plan for the future of Downtown
Greensboro. Two parallel efforts helped shape the foundation of
this plan – collecting community input on assets, challenges and
opportunities as well as reviewing data, reports and other plans.
The cornerstone of complete, inclusive and effective planning is
active community involvement. The Downtown Greensboro 2030
Strategic Vision Plan effort included a multi-layered engagement
program that used both traditional and digital tools. The combination
of outreach methods reached nearly 2,000 Greensboro residents.
The ideas and information collected from the Greensboro
community formed the backbone of the Plan. Detailed engagement
findings and exhibits are included in Chapter 2, Community Voices.
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RELATED PLANS AND PROCESSES
Several other planning and design efforts preceded or paralleled
the 2030 Strategic Vision Plan process. The project team leveraged
this work and coordinated with ongoing efforts to ensure that the
plans were complementary and mutually supportive to facilitate
implementation. These plans and their status and applicability
to the Downtown Greensboro 2030 Strategic Vision Plan are
summarized below.
Greensboro Comprehensive Plan
The City’s GSO2040 Comprehensive Plan, adopted in 2020,
was a foundational document and was vital in providing context,
information, and data for developing the Downtown Strategic Vision
Plan. The GSO2040 Plan is organized around six big ideas: Filling
in the Framework, Creating Great Places, Becoming Car Optional,
Prioritizing Sustainability, Building Community Connections and
Growing Economic Competitiveness. The Downtown 2030 Strategic
Vision Plan builds on each of these ideas and identifies specific
actions to make them a reality in Downtown.

DOWNTOWN SNAPSHOT
Downtown Greensboro Wayfinding Master Plan
The Downtown Wayfinding Plan was developed in parallel to the 2030
Strategic Vision Plan, and the two project teams coordinated over several
months. The Wayfinding Plan focuses on branding and signage to support
multi-modal mobility, businesses and destinations throughout Downtown.
The two projects share a vision and goals of a walkable, vibrant, accessible
Downtown environment.
Downtown Greensboro Streetscape Master Plan
Adopted in December 2018, the Downtown Greensboro Streetscape Master
Plan provided design objectives and concepts to re-envision and invigorate
a selection of streets in Downtown. The Master Plan led to the design and
construction of several re-imagined roadways in Downtown, including
modified lane configurations that prioritize pedestrians and cyclists. The plan
also includes strategies for transforming streets into vibrant activity zones
that will play host to festivals, open air markets, music events and more,
helping to realize the vision and goals of this Strategic Vision Plan.
Creative Greensboro: Cultural Arts Master Plan
The Cultural Arts Master Plan, adopted in late 2018, highlighted the
importance of existing cultural resources in Greensboro and created
strategies to further expand investment in the arts. Additionally, the plan
demonstrated that the arts add $160 million worth of economic value to
Guilford County and support over 6,000 jobs. Key strategies of the plan
include the establishment of a Downtown Cultural District, which has been
realized with the development Tanger Performing Arts Center located
just by the Children’s Museum, LaBauer Park, and Cultural Center. The
recommendations of the Cultural Arts Master Plan are reflected in and
consistent with the 2030 Strategic Vision Plan.

An analysis of land use, market trends, demographic and population
changes, commute and transit patterns, related planning projects,
and economic activity established a solid basis on which to plan for
the next decade. The following snapshot highlights key attributes of
Greensboro that informed the 2030 strategy (also see Downtown
Greensboro map on page 7).

COMMUNITY
Greensboro is the third largest city in North Carolina, home to nearly
300,000 residents. It is steadily growing, with over 65,000 new
residents since 2000. The city’s population is generally becoming
older, as the proportion of adults between 24 and 54 declines and
that of people over 55 grow. The city’s population is becoming more
diverse, and Greensboro has become a majority non-white community
within the last decade.
There is a growing residential community of about 21,000 people
in and around Downtown, as well as about 45,000 college and
university students on four campuses within a mile of Downtown.
These higher education institutions are the University of North
Carolina at Greensboro, Greensboro and Bennett Colleges, and the
North Carolina Agriculture and Technical State University. Retaining
student talent and young professionals is critical to ongoing
innovation and growth in Greensboro’s economy.
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EMPLOYMENT
As the largest city and eastern anchor of the Piedmont Triad, Greensboro is a regional employment center. Downtown is an
economic hub that has seen a burst of energy in employment, commerce, and investment in the past decade.
The Downtown area hosts about 29,000 jobs. Between 2010 and 2018, Downtown office space grew by 23% while jobs
in finance, insurance, and real estate saw a 66% growth over the same period. Traditionally a center of manufacturing,
Greensboro’s economy has shifted dramatically to the service and professional service sectors while retaining its creative
spirit. Kontoor Brands brought new jobs and investment to Downtown in 2019, while native Fresh Market consolidated and
grew its operations in the city center. Increasing the share and number of jobs in Downtown will continue to contribute to its
overall vitality and prosperity.

CHARACTER
Downtown Greensboro boasts a fine-grained urban fabric rich in original architecture, well-established neighborhoods, and a
diverse range of destinations. Pieces of Greensboro’s unique past are reflected in Downtown landmarks and establishments
including the International Civil Rights Center and Museum, the J. Douglas Gaylon Depot, Blandwood Mansion, and the
Carolina Theater. Other areas of Downtown reflect recent growth and modern development. Amenities including the First
National Bank Field, the Children’s Museum and LeBauer Park have created a strong cultural core and spurred residential and
mixed-use development. The skill and spirit of Greensboro’s residents and artisans is evident in small-scale, creative retail
outlets; makerspaces and incubators; and breweries and distilleries throughout Downtown. South Elm Street has emerged
as an area where muralists and creatives have produced works of art that add splashes of color and eclectic character to the
neighborhood. Downtown’s creative community and businesspeople are among its greatest assets.

MOBILITY
Driving is the dominant travel mode to and in Downtown Greensboro. The ease of vehicle travel is facilitated by wide one-way
streets and plentiful parking decks and lots. Despite this auto-orientation, Downtown is relatively walkable due to its small
blocks, grid pattern, and network of sidewalks. Downtown’s size, scale, and topography lend it to being relatively bike friendly,
though automobile speeds on certain roadways create a dangerous environment. Several recent and planned investments
will strengthen the pedestrian and bicycle network. Projects identified in the 2018 Streetscape Master Plan are being built
on key Downtown Streets including Bellemeade and North Elm. These designs will transform streetscapes into active green
public spaces while increasing comfort and safety for pedestrians and cyclists. The Downtown Greenway is a marquee
recreational and transportation amenity that forms a complete loop around the center city. Recent transit innovations, including
a partnership with North Carolina A&T university, are ushering in the next generation of mobility with autonomous vehicles.
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DOWNTOWN GREENSBORO
COMMUNITY AMENITIES
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2 COMMUNITY VOICES
PROCESS AND ACTIVITIES
The views, ideas and values of the Greensboro community are
the foundation of the 2030 Strategic Vision Plan. The process
provided opportunities for input and feedback at every stage of
development and review. Initial engagement identified the assets,
challenges, opportunities, and trends that became the foundation of
the plan recommendations. Community members provided feedback
and prioritized strategies and recommendations for the draft plan.
A follow-up opportunity in the summer of 2020 asked participants
to reflect and re-evaluate these ideas in the context of the global
pandemic and renewed racial and social justice movement. Each
engagement activity and opportunity is described briefly below.

COMMUNITY WORKSHOPS

STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS

In November 2019 the project team launched an online survey to
complement the in-person workshops and reach a broad audience.
The survey was available for 10 weeks and garnered over 1,200
responses. To facilitate survey participation and reach a diverse
audience, staff held eight pop-up events throughout the city, including
one in each City Council district. These pop-ups were held during
community events and at popular destinations, in order to reach as
many residents and visitors as possible in an informal setting.

Between June and November 2019, the project team held 10 small
group stakeholder meetings to discuss the assets, challenges
and opportunities as well as inspirational places and big ideas
for transformation. Participants also offered ideas their vision and
provided feedback on emerging recommendations. Approximately
120 stakeholders participated in these sessions, which were facilitated
by MIG and attended by DGI staff. Meetings included: DGI’s Board
of Directors; Downtown property owners and employers; non-profit
and foundation leaders; university and college students and staff;
Downtown Residents Association members; business leaders; synerG
young professionals; and elected officials.
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The project team hosted two community workshops in November 2019
to collect feedback on emerging recommendations and priorities.
Nearly 150 participants attended the two events, which had identical
content and exercises but were held at different locations and time
to maximize participation. The workshops were designed to share
information and updates and foster a welcoming environment to let
people freely express ideas. The sessions included six interactive
activities and the opportunity for informal discussion with project staff.

ONLINE SURVEY #1 AND POP-UP EVENTS

These pop-up events promoted the Plan process and allowed
community members to complete the survey on an iPad. Survey
participants reviewed and prioritized the draft goals, strategies and Big
Moves and added new ideas. The survey data provided a rich source
of organized information to help inform the draft plan.

ONLINE SURVEY #2
In March 2020, as the Greensboro community and DGI responded to the
impacts of COVID-19 and shelter-in-place orders, the project team paused
development of the draft Plan. Given the profound changes the pandemic
had on cities, businesses, and families, it was imperative to revisit the plan
recommendations and invite new ideas that reflected the new context.
The online survey, available throughout July and August, invited participants
to identify their immediate priorities and to revisit the priority of the draft
strategies and Big Moves that had been developed the previous year. Over
600 individuals shared their ideas through the survey.

CITY COUNCIL AND COUNTY BOARD COLLABORATION
The project team met and consulted with City and County staff throughout the
planning process, including providing project updates through staff reports,
ad hoc meetings, participation in the GSO2040 comprehensive plan process,
and periodic presentations. City Councilmembers each attended the pop-up
event in their district in late 2019. The Mayor, City Manager, County Manager
and County Commissioners were engaged through their participation on the
DGI Board of Directors.

D OWNTOWN GRE E NSBORO 2030 STRATEGI C VI SI ON PLAN
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COMMUNITY INPUT
VISION
Early engagement activities asked community members to envision
what Downtown Greensboro could look and feel like in 2030.
Many participants envisioned Downtown as an eclectic, walkable,
and connected destination that is home to diverse and innovative
businesses and organizations that champion inclusivity and creativity.
Community visions for Downtown Greensboro in 2030 included:
• Active storefronts, occupied by local businesses, craftspeople,
and artists
• A walkable environment with vibrant street life
• More green space
• Bike-friendly infrastructure and amenities, and
• Diverse residents, destinations and experiences

GOALS
Based on early engagement and input, the project team developed
a set of eight draft goals for the evolution and growth of Downtown
over the next decade. These goals describe what the community
hopes Downtown Greensboro will be in 2030. Through the multiple
engagement methods described above, community members

10
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were asked to provide feedback on the draft goals, offer specific
suggestions on how the goals could be realized, and to offer new
ideas. Shared goals included:
• Affordable housing options
• More transit and mobility choices
• Sustainable urban environments
• Abundant arts and cultural amenities and activities, and
• Healthy people and sustainable environments.

STRATEGIES
Based on initial public input, the project team drafted nine strategies
to implement the community vision and goals. In the workshops and
online survey, participants were asked to rank and comment on these
strategies. The ideas that received the most support included:
• Fostering arts and creativity
• Improving walkability and the pedestrian experience
• Easy access and connections to Downtown destinations
• Building on the success of the Greenway, and
• Growing jobs and the economy through entrepreneurship.

BIG MOVES
Community members were asked to provide feedback and rank a list of six
potential Big Moves, as well as to offer their own suggestions for catalytic
projects. The ideas that received the most support were:
• Depot redevelopment
• Battleground entertainment district
• Autonomous shuttle connector
A popular suggestion was to close portions of Elm Street to cars to create
safe, active, pedestrian-friendly environments.

SHIFTING PRIORITIES
The results of the 2020 online survey shed light on the priorities of the
community in light of the global pandemic and renewed racial and social
justice movements. Immediate priorities focused on supporting locally owned
shops and retail as well as restaurants, bars and breweries. Other items that
received significant support included ensuring safety, comfort, and security
Downtown and having community dialogue about race and social justice. The
strategies and Big Moves that were identified as more important and relevant
in 2020 included:

INITIAL PRIORITIES
AND KEY THEMES
• OFFER MORE UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
• HARNESS DOWNTOWN’S INCREDIBLE POTENTIAL
• KNIT DOWNTOWN NEIGHBORHOODS TOGETHER
• CAPITALIZE ON THE CREATIVE COMMUNITY
• BUILD AN IDENTITY FOR DOWNTOWN GREENSBORO
• CREATE MORE GATHERING SPACES
• SUPPORT ESSENTIAL SMALL BUSINESSES

• Fostering a diverse and entrepreneurial economy
• Creating a compelling pedestrian experience
• Redeveloping the Depot as a mixed-use center
• Supporting South End and Lower Downtown

D OWNTOWN GRE E NSBORO 2030 STRATEGI C VI SI ON PLAN
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3 FRAMEWORK FOR THE FUTURE
PLAN FRAMEWORK
The 2030 Strategic Vision Plan Framework for the Future outlines
how Downtown Greensboro will grow, develop and evolve over
the next decade and beyond. The Framework reflects and builds
on community input collected throughout the planning process, and
identifies the key goals, strategies and Big Moves that will bring
the community vision to life. The rest of the Plan is guided by this
framework, and includes downtown-wide strategies and Big Moves
that will guide and shape the next decade of Downtown growth.
The Framework diagram on the following page is the plan “at a
glance.” It illustrates the key building blocks of the Plan, and mirrors
the community engagement process, from high-level visioning to
specific projects and strategies.

The following components comprise the Downtown Greensboro 2030
Framework for the Future.
• Vision Elements: The vision describes what Downtown
Greensboro will look and feel like in 2030. Rather than a single
sentence, the vision for Downtown is presented as a collection
of elements derived from the myriad perspectives and ideas
collected through public engagement.
• Goals: The plan goals are stated simply. They tell us what the
Downtown community wishes to be in a decade. Each of the
eight goals is explained briefly with an aspirational statement
that guides future growth and change.
• Big Moves: The “Big Moves” are projects that will achieve
multiple Plan goals. Each reflects the ingenuity and creativity
of the Greensboro community. They involve investment,
infrastructure and/or physical improvements in Downtown.
Detail on each Big Move is provided in Chapter 4.
• Strategies: The strategies apply to the entire Downtown, and
outline how the vision and goals will be realized. They organize
actions, resources and energy towards realizing shared
community priorities. They are addressed in detail in Chapter 5.
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VISION ELEMENTS
The Vision Elements describe the desired Downtown character.
They are rooted in shared values and reflect the aspirations of the
Greensboro community. Each is described briefly below.
• Eclectic: Downtown includes a unique mix of land uses,
neighborhoods, architecture and destinations.

• Innovative: Fresh ideas and solutions drive Downtown’s
growth, change and progress

• Diverse: The residents, visitors and business owners of
Downtown reflect the diversity of the broader Greensboro
community.

• Open: Downtown is accessible, friendly and welcoming

• Creative: The talents of Greensboro’s residents are evident in
Downtown’s galleries, shops and public art
• Authentic: Downtown’s identity and assets are home-grown
and unique to this place and its people
• Entrepreneurial: The maker spirit is alive and well in
Greensboro, driving innovation and growth
• Genuine: The people of Downtown are friendly, grounded and
sincere about building community

14

• Buzzing: There is a palpable sense of momentum and
excitement in Downtown
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• Walkable: Pedestrians are the priority in Downtown and
streets are designed for people
• Sustainable: Downtown’s parks, streets and buildings provide
ecological benefits
• Resilient: The businesses, people and organizations of
Downtown are able to rebound from unexpected setbacks
• Inclusive: Downtown is for everybody and all are welcome

GOALS
BE CONNECTED

BE CREATIVE

Downtown will be easy to get to from
nearby neighborhoods, campuses and
other destinations – no matter how
you choose to travel.

Greensboro is a town of makers,
doers, and movers who will have the
tools and paces to express their craft
Downtown.

BE TOGETHER

BE GREEN

Dynamic, welcoming and unique public
spaces will be Downtown gathering
spaces for our diverse community.

Enhanced open spaces and green
infrastructure will contribute to a
beautiful and resilient Downtown
environment

BE KNOWN

BE AT HOME

Downtown will be a destination
offering a distinct urban experience
that reflects our strong identity and
rich history.

Downtown will offer a range of
housing types and styles, so that
more residents can live in the heart
of our city.

BE EMPLOYED

BE HEALTHY

Downtown will be the economic hub
of the region, with resources and
options for employers, employees and
entrepreneurs

Downtown Greensboro will support
active lifestyles, clean air and water,
and access to quality food to foster a
healthy community.

D OWNTOWN GRE E NSBORO 2030 STRATEGI C VI SI ON PLAN
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4 BIG MOVES
INTRODUCTION
The six Big Moves presented in this chapter are transformative,
catalytic projects that will have a profound impact on Downtown
Greensboro. They are investments that will tangibly implement and
advance the vision and goals of this Strategic Vision Plan. Some
ideas have specific locations, while others are ideas that will be
realized based on site context, synergies and opportunity.
Each Big Move will contribute to Downtown’s identity, draw
visitors, strengthen the local economy, showcase talent and
innovation, and create new experiences. The Big Moves are
strategic investments that take advantage of existing assets and
build upon the incredible momentum in Downtown Greensboro. Each
was shaped by stakeholder input and supports multiple Plan goals
and strategies.
Bringing the Big Ideas to fruition will require the collaboration of
multiple partners from the public, nonprofit, philanthropic and private
sectors. Critically, the projects will support ongoing recovery and
revitalization efforts while positioning Downtown for success and
prosperity as our communities adapt and rebound in the coming
years. This Plan includes the objectives and key elements of each
Big Move, while allowing specific plans to evolve and respond to
changing context and new opportunities.

16
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CONTAINER
HUB

SOUTH END AND LOWER
DOWNTOWN GATEWAY PLANS

MIXED-USE DEPOT
DEVELOPMENT

BATTLEGOUND
ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT

AUTONOMOUS SHUTTLE
CONNECTOR

MULTI-USE
ARENA

“I WANT
DOWNTOWN
GREENSBORO TO BE
A PLACE THAT ALL
TYPES OF PEOPLE
GRAVITATE TO...”

KEY ELEMENTS

CONTAINER HUB

A

Shipping containers provide a versatile, fast and low-cost construction
option for creating retail clusters, food halls, and recreation
experiences. Creating a “container hub” for Greensboro businesses is
a near-term, relatively low-cost effort that will create an activity center
in Downtown and provide opportunities for small businesses. Cities
around the country, including Phoenix, Denver and San Francisco, have
successful examples from which Greensboro can learn best practices.

Nimble design and construction
allows the project to be realized in
the near term

OBJECTIVES

Compact spaces provide low-cost,
low-commitment opportunities for
students, small businesses and
entrepreneurs

Shipping containers are flexible, durable and provide a simple and
attractive setting for a mix of activities. The Greensboro container hub
is proposed for the intersection of East Washington and Davie Streets,
near the Depot and News and Record site. It will serve as part of a
phased redevelopment strategy for the blocks at East Washington and
Davie Streets. This project will:

Flexible spaces allow easy change
of uses to respond to trends and
market dynamics

• Provide affordable commercial spaces for small businesses,
including retail, galleries, restaurants, and artisans
• Allow entrepreneurs and business owners to test new products
and pilot concepts
• Activate an under-utilized area of Downtown that is slated for
future investment
• Bring active uses for the parcel until the market is ready for
long-term mixed-use development
• Create a new indoor/outdoor destination for Downtown visitors
• Bring nearby amenities to future residents of the News and
Record development
• Contribute to an eclectic, hip vibe and attract a diverse range of
residents and visitors
• Re-use and upcycle shipping containers as building materials

18
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Container and hub design allow for
fluid and improvised use of outdoor
space including socially-distanced
recreation options

PHASE 1 - STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS
An early placemaking investment
that will help put this project and
neighborhood “on the map” is artistic
streetscape design that supports safe
pedestrian activity and expresses
Greensboro’s identity.

PHASE 2 - CONTAINER HUB AND PUBLIC SPACE
The shipping container hub can be
assembled while other longer-term
neighborhood improvements are
underway. It will create an attraction,
showcase local talent, and provide a
new outdoor gathering space.

PHASE 3 - NEIGHBORHOOD BUILD OUT
Over time, the neighborhood will be
developed, starting with the News and
Record site. The container hub can be
moved to another site to allow new
mixed-use residential on that parcel.

Container Hub - Washington at Davie, looking East
D OWNTOWN GRE E NSBORO 2030 STRATEGI C VI SI ON PLAN
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Existing Conditions - Washington at Davie, looking East

Container Hub Precedents

20
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Long Term Potential- Washington at Davie, looking East

Long Term Potential- Washington at Davie, looking East
D OWNTOWN GRE E NSBORO 2030 STRATEGI C VI SI ON PLAN
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MIXED-USE DEPOT
DEVELOPMENT

B

The Galyon Depot is one of Downtown Greensboro’s architectural
gems. Since its heyday, the train and bus station has retained its
original beauty and features, but today, portions of the building are
largely unused. Still functioning as an active train and bus station, the
Depot serves as a gateway and welcomes visitors to the city. Reimaging the Depot as a marketplace, food hall and public gathering
space will showcase the best Downtown has to offer.

OBJECTIVES
The new Depot will host artists, cooks and vendors and include
shared workspaces, studios and kitchens. It will take advantage of
historic architecture while providing a mix of neighborhood services
and destination retail and experiences. This project will:
• Bring new energy and activity to an under-used community
asset
• Provide an anchor amenity to a transforming neighborhood
• Establish a premier destination for visitors while serving the
day-to-day needs of Downtown residents and visitors
• Extends energy and activity from Elm Street to an adjacent
neighborhood
• Enhance the safety, comfort and function of the multi-modal
transit center
• Create new gathering spaces for the entire Greensboro
community
•
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KEY ELEMENTS
Creates new flexible indoor and
outdoor public spaces that will
complement the design and function
of the Depot

Uses former African Americanonly waiting area for a food hall
with shared kitchen space for
small businesses, pop-ups and
entrepreneurs

Adds new residential development
to current parking lots

Improves the streetscape and
pedestrian environment with
ground-floor activity and improved
sidewalks and streetscapes

Improves site sustainability through
more intense uses, added trees and
green space and increased solar
energy generation.

Mixed-Use Depot Existing

Mixed-Use Depot Conceptual Plan
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AUTONOMOUS
SHUTTLE CONNECTOR

C

Improving access and mobility to and through Downtown is
fundamental to its growth and ongoing success. Affordable and
flexible transit service is will make it easier for residents, visitors
and students to get to Downtown and its many destinations
without driving. Unlike light rail or other infrastructure-heavy transit
solutions, shuttles can easily change routes and adapt over time.
Employing emerging technology for autonomous vehicles will elevate
Greensboro’s status as a center for innovation while fulfilling practical,
daily mobility needs.

OBJECTIVES
This project will:
• Improve east-west connections between UNC Greensboro,
Downtown, and North Carolina A&T
• Bring more students Downtown for recreation, housing and
employment
• Facilitate interaction between the city’s two largest campus
communities
• Improve the safety and function of key routes throughout
Downtown
• Leverage ongoing investments and innovation from A&T
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KEY ELEMENTS
Supports redesigning Market Street
and Friendly Avenue to include a
dedicate shuttle lane and to be safer
and more welcoming for pedestrians,
cyclists and transit riders
Allows pilot programs and testing
and adapting shuttle routes to
maximize efficiency, accommodate
major events, and serve new
destinations
Phasing system growth to add
routes including:
•

A connection to the Depot and
destinations to the southwest,
including the aquatic center,
coliseum complex and
convention center

•

A Downtown loop through
multiple districts that improve
access to the cultural district,
ballpark neighborhood, civic
center and other attractions

•

A north-south route connecting
neighborhoods to the north,
down Elm Street to the South
End and Lower Downtown

Autonomous Shuttle Connector Potential Route
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Market St. Illustrative Section
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OUTDOOR
GATHERING SPACES

PROTECTED
BICYCLE LANES
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ENHANCED
TRANSIT SHELTERS

EXISTING CONDITION
Market Street and Friendly Avenue are wide, one-way roads
that allow vehicles to travel at high speeds and move people
quickly into and out of Downtown. The current design is not
comfortable or safe for pedestrians, nor does it support a
vibrant streetscape or businesses on these roads

PHASE 1 - MULTI-MODAL IMPROVEMENTS
Market and Friendly will be redesigned to include protected
bike lanes, wide sidewalks, on-street parking, active plazas,
and comfortable bus stops

PHASE 2 - LONG TERM AUTONOMOUS SHUTTLE
Ultimately, a lane will be dedicated to the autonomous shuttle
along Market and Friendly and transit stops will be fully
equipped to provide real-time traveler information

Autonomous Shuttle Connector - Market Street at Green, looking West
D OWNTOWN GRE E NSBORO 2030 STRATEGI C VI SI ON PLAN
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SOUTH END AND
LOWER DOWNTOWN
GATEWAY PLANS

D

Some of Greensboro’s most exciting innovations are happening
in South End and Lower Downtown (LoDo). These neighborhoods
are home to some of the City’s most eclectic establishments.
Independently owned breweries, world-class murals, and innovative
makerspaces attract visitors and talent to this area of Downtown.
Across Gate City Boulevard, recent and planned investments including
the Union Square Campus are bringing new energy to the Lower
Downtown. A plan for new projects with exciting architectural design
features and creative streetscapes would cement these areas as
destinations.

OBJECTIVES
This project will:
• Announce the arrival in Downtown from South Elm Street and
Gate City Boulevard
• Add a unique gateway treatment and other locally designed
public art to define and celebrate the neighborhood
• Leverage the Elm Street Flexible / Special Event Street redesign
between Bellemeade and Washington Streets and extend key
program and design features to Gate City Boulevard
• Improve bicycle and pedestrian connectivity and safety across
Gate City
• Activate parking lots, sidewalks and empty parcels at the South
Elm / Gate City intersection
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KEY ELEMENTS
Iconic, locally designed and built
gateway sign across South Elm

Infill development and open space
programming to extend active
ground-floor uses to the sidewalk to
improve the pedestrian environment

Consistent urban and streetscape
design that builds on the existing
architectural and cultural assets of
the area to shape the next phase of
neighborhood growth
Intersection re-design to slow
vehicle traffic, facilitate crossing
Gate City Boulevard, and improve
the comfort and safety of
pedestrians and cyclists

Public art integrated throughout the
neighborhoods

South Elm Existing Conditions

South Elm Potential Gateway Sketch
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BATTLEGROUND
ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT

E

Battleground Avenue can become ground zero for local
entertainment. South of West Smith Street, Battleground is close to
several existing and emerging Downtown destinations, including
the First National Bank Field, the Greenway, and the restaurants and
bars of the Lower Fisher Park (LoFi) neighborhood. Battleground is a
relatively narrow, low-traffic roadway with a human-scale streetscape.
Cultivating a series of small, intimate indoor/outdoor entertainment
venues along these blocks will create a destination street and talent
showcase that is uniquely Greensboro.

OBJECTIVES
This project will:
• Increase walkable amenities for growing residential and office
populations
• Add small and medium-sized entertainment venues to recruit
and showcase local and regional talent
• Complement other destinations and attractions with a diverse
new mix of restaurants and bars
• Create a pedestrian and bicycle-focused roadway with low
traffic volumes and speeds
• Use streetscape design elements and open streets strategies to
extend activity outdoors and provide space for social distancing
• Foster a hip, eclectic and somewhat gritty environment
• Highlight views of the Downtown skyline
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KEY ELEMENTS
Day and evening, year-round
entertainment destinations focused
on live music

Adaptive re-use of existing
structures and new infill
development of a complementary
scale, size and style

Upper-story outdoor spaces and
transparent ground floors to activate
the street environment day and
night

A festival street that can be closed
to vehicles on weekends, evenings
and/or during special events

New street trees, parklets and
landscaping

Existing Conditions - Battleground at Smith, looking South
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Battleground at Smith, looking South
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Battleground at Smith Potential Event, looking South
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KEY ELEMENTS

MULTI-USE ARENA

F

A new Downtown Multi-Use Arena could host a wide range of events,
including music, sports, conferences, and more; ensuring that
there will be something for everyone in Downtown Greensboro. A
modest, 3,000 – 5,000 seat venue will bring thousands of visitors to
Downtown to enjoy a walkable, mixed-use environment anchored by
the new arena. The arena development will include a flexible public
outdoor space for gathering, dining and other events.

The arena’s design, programming
and location encourage regular,
year-round activity

A new LEED-certified or other green
building rating system will ensure
the building and site incorporate
cutting-edge sustainable design

OBJECTIVES
This project will:
• Bring additional affordable, family-friendly events to Downtown
• Add a new event venue in a walkable, transit-friendly urban
environment
• Ensure visitors have easy access to nearby amenities including
hotels, restaurants, parks and shopping
• Develop a public, accessible, flexible plaza
• Create a venue for scholastic and minor-league sporting events
• Support local on-site and nearby businesses
• Complement other Downtown and nearby destinations
•
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Arena design, programming and
purchasing policies can support
local retail, restaurants, community
groups and artists

Flexible public plaza creates a new
gathering space for events and
everyday use

Potential Multi-Use Arena Sketch
D OWNTOWN GRE E NSBORO 2030 STRATEGI C VI SI ON PLAN
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5 STRATEGIES
INTRODUCTION
The vision and goals of the 2030 Strategic Vision Plan will come to
fruition through coordinated action and investment. In addition to
the Big Moves, the strategies presented in this chapter will align
resources to realize shared objectives. Each strategy applies to the
entire Downtown.
The Plan strategies build upon the assets, challenges and
opportunities identified by the Greensboro community. They
respond to the 2020 pandemic and recession without losing sight of
Downtown’s momentum and incredible potential in the coming years.
The following strategies provide a blueprint for decision-making,
prioritization and investments. Each is supported by a concise set
of actions that describe specific steps towards implementing the
2030 Downtown
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STRATEGIES INSPIRED BY COMMUNITY INPUT

SUPPORT ENTREPRENEURS
AND SMALL BUSINESSES

CREATE A COMPELLING
PEDESTRIAN EXPERIENCE

ENSURE EASY CONNECTIONS
AND ACCESS FOR ALL

Support and sustain small businesses
through the pandemic recovery and
beyond, tapping into Greensboro’s
creativity and innovation to create jobs and
opportunity

Develop visually engaging experiences
along Downtown’s streets through
placemaking, programming, and active
ground floors. Take advantage of Downtown
Greensboro’s walkable street grid.

Improve access to jobs, resources,
entertainment, and homes in Downtown
through multi-modal transportation
improvements. Better connect to our college
campuses and grow a vibrant student
presence Downtown.

Foster more opportunities for college
students and graduates to learn, work and
play in Downtown. Create programs and
places that welcome and support the next
generation of talent.

AMPLIFY THE
CREATIVE VIBE

LEVERAGE THE
GREENWAY

INCENTIVIZE RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT

CULTIVATE A MOSAIC OF
DISTINCT DISTRICTS

Establish Downtown Greensboro as a
regional hub for music, arts, and culture.
Showcase local talent to bigger audiences,
create additional performance spaces and
events, and draw more visitors for a unique
urban experience.

Encourage trail-oriented development
that takes advantage of this unique
Downtown amenity. Bringing a mix of land
uses and investment to strategic locations
along the Greenway will fulfill its potential as
a recreational resource and connector.

Spur the development of more housing
Downtown. Encourage a diverse range of
housing types, styles, and price points to
ensure Downtown reflects our community’s
diversity. More housing in the city core will
support lively neighborhoods and local
businesses.

Identify and strengthen a complementary
network of Downtown neighborhoods,
each with their own character, to offer a
variety of experiences and serve diverse
needs, tastes and interests

NURTURE AND RETAIN
OUR STUDENT TALENT

D OWNTOWN GRE E NSBORO 2030 STRATEGI C VI SI ON PLAN
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1

SUPPORT
ENTREPRENEURS AND
SMALL BUSINESSES
STRATEGIC ACTIONS
1A Institutionalize successful strategies from the 2020 pandemic
recovery
•

Identify sustainable funding mechanisms, such as revolving loan funds
or money pools, for micro-loans to support business resilience through
unexpected events

•

Adopt more flexible regulations regarding outdoor retail, recreation,
dining and beverage sales, including food trucks

•

Temporarily close streets to cars to support socially distanced outdoor
dining, recreation and shopping events

1B Improve technical assistance, support networks, and marketing and

promotion for small businesses throughout Downtown, with particular
effort on Minority and Women’s Business Enterprises (MWBE)

1C Launch the Black Entrepreneur Program to improve access to capital,
technical assistance, and networking for African American business
owners

1D Work with building owners and property owners to improve access
to small commercial spaces through tools such as collective lease
agreements and short-term or flexible leases

1E Support the creation and retention of low-cost start-up spaces for

small and emerging businesses, including shared workspaces such as
a commercial kitchen at the Depot
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1F Establish a business and technology incubator in Downtown in
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partnership with local colleges and universities

2

CREATE A
COMPELLING
PEDESTRIAN EXPERIENCE
STRATEGIC ACTIONS
2A Continue to encourage businesses to “spill out” into sidewalks,

plazas and adjacent open spaces, provided an accessible walkway is
maintained at all times

2B Work with building and property owners to eliminate or mitigate gaps
in the street wall including surface parking lots and vacant parcels,
through infill development, landscaping, and /or programming

2C Create a Downtown placemaking toolkit with a range of solutions
including landscaping, lighting, pop-up parks, events, art
installations, and other methods

2D Identify design and/or infrastructure solutions to major pedestrian
barriers, including the rail line across South Elm Street and
underpasses

2E Ensure Downtown land use requirements and design guidelines
support ground-floor activity and transparency

D OWNTOWN GRE E NSBORO 2030 STRATEGI C VI SI ON PLAN
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3

ENSURE EASY
CONNECTIONS AND
ACCESS FOR ALL
STRATEGIC ACTIONS
3A Conduct demonstrations of the A&T Testbed of Connected

Autonomous MicroTransit Vehicles program in Downtown and identify
opportunities for pilot passenger programs as technology evolves

3B Establish and test bus or shuttle routes consistent with the
Autonomous Shuttle Connector map (see page 25)

3C Complete construction the Downtown Greenway and ensure

seamless connections to Downtown sidewalks and bike lanes

3D Continue implementation of the Streetscape Master Plan, prioritizing
South Elm and Church Streets as well as interim solutions for other
priority streets

3E Prioritize implementing pedestrian direction and orientation signage
recommendations of the Downtown Wayfinding Plan
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4

NURTURE AND
RETAIN OUR
STUDENT TALENT
STRATEGIC ACTIONS
4A Partner with Downtown employers and Campus Greensboro to

establish and/or expand paid internship and job opportunities for
college and university students and graduates

4B Promote low and no-cost Downtown recreation and entertainment
options to students

4C Establish an east-west shuttle route through Downtown between
UNC Greensboro and A&T using small buses or jitneys

4D Explore partnerships with universities and the private sector to bring
new learning centers, student housing, or mixed-use facilities to
Downtown
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5

AMPLIFY THE
CREATIVE
VIBE
STRATEGIC ACTIONS
5A Create additional performance spaces and events throughout

Downtown, with a focus on small venues (capacity of 250-1000) to
support emerging and touring artists

5B Develop or strengthen professional support systems for arts and
culture professionals in partnership with existing organizations

5C Establish a robust public art program throughout Downtown that
includes commissioned work by Greensboro artists

5D Represent Downtown Greensboro on the new Cultural Affairs

Commission and maintain an active role in implementing the Cultural
Arts Master Plan recommendations in Downtown
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6

LEVERAGE
THE
GREENWAY
STRATEGIC ACTIONS
6A Identify potential sites for new residential mixed-use development
adjacent to the Greenway, including publicly owned parcels that
have redevelopment potential

6B Work with property owners along the Greenway to improve trail

access and building frontages along the Greenway including lighting,
landscaping and other design interventions

6C Establish design guidelines and standards for new development

adjacent to the Greenway to ensure access, lighting, safety and to
prevent buildings from “turning their back” on the trail

6D Encourage new developments to create public gathering spaces
along the Greenway
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7

INCENTIVIZE
RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIC ACTIONS
7A Encourage a diverse range of housing types, styles, and price points
to ensure Downtown reflects our community’s diversity

7B Leverage publicly owned land for residential mixed-use development
and affordable housing

7C Encourage the development of for-sale units and a range of housing
types and sizes

7D Pursue the feasibility of developing student housing Downtown in
partnership with colleges and universities
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8

CULTIVATE A
MOSAIC OF
DISTINCT DISTRICTS
STRATEGIC ACTIONS
8A Leverage investment in the Tanger Center, Cultural Center and
Children’s Museum to promote Greensboro’s cultural district

8B Strategically and proactively recruit businesses and establishments
that complement existing uses

8C Build upon the Big Moves that create signature destinations as
catalytic projects and as anchors for emerging neighborhoods

8D Improve wayfinding and connections between districts so that
residents and visitors can easily explore different areas
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6 IMPLEMENTATION
INTRODUCTION
Turning the 2030 Strategic Vision Plan into action requires
collaboration, creativity, and the strategic use of resources. The City
of Greensboro, Guilford County, and Downtown Greensboro, Inc.
(DGI) will each spearhead certain efforts and provide a supporting
role in others. Implementation of the Plan’s Big Moves and strategies
will require partnership between these agencies and other public,
nonprofit, philanthropic, educational, and private organizations.
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BIG MOVES
PHASE ONE
0 - 3 years

Over the next decade, several factors such as market conditions,
staff capacity, financial resources, and the actions of private
landowners will affect the timing of implementation. DGI and its
partners should be focused but flexible to take advantage of
time-limited opportunities while ensuring coordinated, strategic
decision-making and investments.

PHASE TWO

The following Action Plan that follows identifies a path forward
for the Greensboro community to implement the Big Moves and
Strategies of this plan to realize the shared vision and goals for
Downtown Greensboro in 2030. The Action Plan identifies near-term
efforts focused and on pandemic recovery as well as ongoing work
that will support longer-term goals and projects.

7 - 10 years
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4 - 6 years

PHASE THREE

A

Container Hub

B

Mixed-Use Depot Development

C

Autonomous Shuttle Connector

D

South End and Lower Downtown
Gateway Plans

E

Battleground Entertainment District

F

Multi-use Arena

STRATEGY 1: SUPPORT ENTREPRENEURS AND SMALL BUSINESSES
Action
1A. Institutionalize successful strategies
from the 2020 pandemic recovery

Lead
DGI

City Planning
Department

DGI

City of Greensboro
Economic
Development,
Guildford Economic
Development Alliance

DGI

NC A&T

DGI

City Planning
and Economic
Development
Departments

DGI

City Planning
and Economic
Development
Departments

DGI

City, UNCG, NC A&T

1B. Improve technical assistance, support

networks, and marketing and promotion for
small businesses throughout Downtown,
with particular effort on Minority and
Women’s Business Enterprises (MWBE)

Partner(s)

Time frame (years)
Immediate

1-3

4-6

7+

Ongoing

X
X

1C. Launch the Black Entrepreneur

Program to improve access to capital,
technical assistance, and networking for
African American business owners

1D. Work with building owners and
property owners to improve access to
small commercial spaces through tools
such as collective lease agreements and
short-term or flexible leases
1E. Support the creation and retention
of low-cost start-up spaces for small
and emerging businesses, including
shared workspaces such as a commercial
kitchen at the Depot
1F. Establish a business and technology

incubator in Downtown in partnership
with local colleges and universities

UNCG: University of North Carolina at Greensboro
NC A&T: North Carolina Agriculture and Technical State University
City: City of Greensboro

X

County: Guilford County
GDOT: City of Greensboro Department of Transportation

X

X

X
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STRATEGY 2: CREATE A COMPELLING PEDESTRIAN EXPERIENCE
Action
2A. Continue to encourage businesses
to “spill out” into sidewalks, plazas and
adjacent open spaces, provided an
accessible walkway is maintained at all
times

Lead

Partner(s)

DGI

City Planning
Department, GDOT

City Planning
Department, GDOT

DGI

DGI

Creative Greensboro

GDOT

DGI; City Planning
Department

City Planning
Department

DGI

Time frame (years)
Immediate

1-3

4-6

X

7+

Ongoing

X

2B. Work with building and property

owners to eliminate or mitigate gaps in
the street wall including surface parking
lots and vacant parcels, through infill
development, landscaping, and /or
programming

X

2C. Create a Downtown placemaking

toolkit with a range of solutions including
landscaping, lighting, pop-up parks,
events, art installations, and other
methods

2D. Identify design and/or infrastructure
solutions to major pedestrian barriers,
including the rail line across South Elm
Street and underpasses

2E. Ensure Downtown land use
requirements and design guidelines
support ground-floor activity and
transparency
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X

X

X

STRATEGY 3: ENSURE EASY CONNECTION AND ACCESS FOR ALL
Action

Lead

Partner(s)

Time frame (years)
Immediate

1-3

4-6

7+

Ongoing

3A. Conduct demonstrations of the A&T

Testbed of Connected Autonomous
MicroTransit Vehicles in Downtown and
identify opportunities for pilot passenger
programs as technology evolves

NC A&T

DGI, GDOT

3B. Establish and test bus or shuttle
routes consistent with the Autonomous
Shuttle Connector map (see page 25)

GDOT

DGI

3C. Complete construction the Downtown
Greenway and ensure seamless
connections to Downtown sidewalks and
bike lanes

Action Greensboro

City Planning
Department, GDOT

GDOT

DGI, City Planning
Department

GDOT

DGI

3D. Continue implementation of the

Streetscape Master Plan, prioritizing
South Elm and Church Streets as well as
interim solutions for other priority streets

3E. Prioritize implementing pedestrian
direction and orientation signage
recommendations of the Downtown
Wayfinding Plan

UNCG: University of North Carolina at Greensboro
NC A&T: North Carolina Agriculture and Technical State University
City: City of Greensboro

X

X
X

X

X

County: Guilford County
GDOT: City of Greensboro Department of Transportation
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STRATEGY 4: NURTURE AND RETAIN OUR STUDENT TALENT
Action
4A. Partner with Downtown employers
and Campus Greensboro to establish
and/or expand paid internship and job
opportunities for college and university
students and graduates
4B. Promote low and no-cost Downtown
recreation and entertainment options to
students

Lead

50

Immediate

1-3

4-6

7+

Ongoing

DGI

X

DGI

Colleges and
Universities

X

GDOT

DGI, City Planning
Department

DGI

City Planning
and Economic
Development
Departments, Colleges
and Universities

4D. Explore partnerships with universities
and the private sector to bring new
learning centers, student housing, or
mixed-use facilities to Downtown

Time frame (years)

Colleges and
Universities, Private
Sector

4C. Establish an east-west shuttle route
through Downtown between UNC
Greensboro and A&T using small buses
or jitneys

Partner(s)
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X

X

STRATEGY 5: AMPLIFY THE CREATIVE VIBE
Action

Lead

Partner(s)

Time frame (years)
Immediate

1-3

4-6

7+

Ongoing

5A. Create additional performance

spaces and events throughout
Downtown, with a focus on small venues
(capacity of 250-1000) to support
emerging and touring artists

5B. Develop or strengthen professional
support systems for arts and culture
professionals in partnership with existing
organizations

Private Sector

DGI

Creative Greensboro

DGI, Private Sector

City

DGI; Creative
Greensboro

5C. Establish a robust public art program

throughout Downtown that includes
commissioned work by Greensboro
artists

5D. Represent Downtown Greensboro on
the new Cultural Affairs Commission and
maintain an active role in implementing
the Cultural Arts Master Plan
recommendations in Downtown

DGI

UNCG: University of North Carolina at Greensboro
NC A&T: North Carolina Agriculture and Technical State University
City: City of Greensboro

X

X

X

X
County: Guilford County
GDOT: City of Greensboro Department of Transportation
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STRATEGY 6: LEVERAGE THE GREENWAY
Action

Lead

Partner(s)

6A. Identify potential sites for new
residential mixed-use development
adjacent to the Greenway, including
publicly owned parcels that have
redevelopment potential

DGI

City Planning
Department

6B. Work with property owners along the
Greenway to improve trail access and
building frontages along the Greenway
including lighting, landscaping and other
design interventions

City Planning
Department

DGI

City Planning
Department

DGI

City Planning
Department

DGI

Time frame (years)
Immediate

1-3

4-6

7+

Ongoing

X

X

6C. Establish design guidelines and

standards for new development adjacent
to the Greenway to ensure access,
lighting, safety and prevent buildings
from “turning their back” on the trail

6D. Encourage new developments to

create public gathering spaces along the
Greenway
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X

X

STRATEGY 7: INCENTIVIZE RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
Action

Lead

Partner(s)

Time frame (years)
Immediate

1-3

4-6

7+

Ongoing

DGI

City Neighborhood
Development
Department, Private
Sector

X

City, County

DGI

X

sale units and a range of housing types
and sizes

DGI

City Neighborhood
Development
Department, Private
Sector

X

7D. Pursue the feasibility of developing
student housing Downtown in partnership
with colleges and universities

DGI

Colleges and
Universities

7A. Encourage a diverse range of housing
types, styles, and price points to ensure
Downtown reflects our community’s
diversity

7B. Leverage publicly owned land for

residential mixed-use development and
affordable housing

7C. Encourage the development of for-

UNCG: University of North Carolina at Greensboro
NC A&T: North Carolina Agriculture and Technical State University
City: City of Greensboro

X

County: Guilford County
GDOT: City of Greensboro Department of Transportation
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STRATEGY 8: CULTIVATE A MOSAIC OF DISTINCT DISTRICTS
Action
6A. Leverage investment in the Tanger
Center, Cultural Center and Children’s
Museum to promote Greensboro’s
cultural district

Lead

Partner(s)

DGI

Creative Greensboro

DGI

City and County
Economic
Development
Departments

DGI

City Planning
Department

GDOT

City Planning
Department, DGI

6B. Strategically and proactively recruit

businesses and establishments that
complement existing uses

6C. Build upon the Big Moves that

create signature destinations as catalytic
projects and as anchors for emerging
neighborhoods

6D. Improve wayfinding and connections

between districts so that residents and
visitors can easily explore different areas

UNCG: University of North Carolina at Greensboro
NC A&T: North Carolina Agriculture and Technical State University
City: City of Greensboro
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Time frame (years)
Immediate

4-6

X

X

County: Guilford County
GDOT: City of Greensboro Department of Transportation
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1-3

X
X

7+

Ongoing

